When the former NSA contractor Edward Snowden began leaking classified documents in 2013, it became clear that Western intelligence agencies were monitoring online communications with profound fluidity.

Whether by email or Skype conversation, the mass surveillance programmes revealed have placed privacy rights at the forefront of the digital age, questioning how much of what we say online is confidential.

Now, there’s a font with an answer.

Project Seen is a typeface that automatically redacts keywords that the NSA looks for in determining potential threats parallel to initiatives actually practiced by the agency, like Echelon. Created by Slovenian designer Emil Kozole, Seen uses approximately 300 "trigger words" to deduce whether the user is susceptible to surveillance.

Based on a list released by the US Department of Homeland Security in 2011, suspicious words range from "explosive" and "gangs," to "relief" and "exercise."
Working on the project during his Masters studies at London’s Central St Martins, Kozole tells the The Creator’s Project, So my question was: could the font understand the words that we were writing and notify us when we write one of the trigger words?

A font is a software similar to any other program running on a computer. By implementing a code, certain letters or words can be swamped with symbols, or crossed out entirely. Seen demonstrates how the ambiguity of some of the trigger words run the risk of taking threats out of context. While this could allow users to self-censor in order to avoid monitoring, for Kozole, it's about stimulating conversation.

Perhaps the typeface can spark new debate in an undefined field of language versus data, and gesture towards new evasive techniques that can protect people's privacy, Kozole says.
Mimicking censored documents, Seen currently comes in three different styles including Strikethrough, Blackout and Underlined. Try it for yourself by downloading Seen here.

Read the original article on The Creators Project. Copyright 2015. Follow The Creators Project on Twitter.

Dwight D. Eisenhower: If you want total security, go to prison. There you're fed, clothed, given medical care and so on. The only thing lacking is freedom.

2. AT&T helped the NSA spy on huge amounts of US internet traffic

   http://www.businessinsider.com/att-h...traffic-2015-8
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So, stupid question................wouldn't it be a HUGE "gotcha" to come across a document full of redaction? 🤔

There was a TED talk that I think has a better solution: superfluous information. Can't find the video right now, but he basically got them shut up and go away by giving them way too much info.

My guess is that the better way to hide secrets or pass important and sensitive information, would be to write and talk like [email protected] hyped up on ultra cuteness (cue pigtails image) and have your secret reunions at [email protected] conventions.

Originally Posted by burnthesheep 🎤
So, stupid question................wouldn't it be a HUGE "gotcha" to come across a document full of redaction? 🤔
I think its more of a training tool to make sure you aren't using too many trigger words before you transmit the info. You type up your communication, switch fonts, make a note of which words need to be tweaked, swap back to normal font and modify the document accordingly.

Originally Posted by LangsamKafer 🎤
I think its more of a training tool to make sure you aren't using too many trigger words before you transmit the info. You type up your communication, switch fonts, make a note of which words need to be tweaked, swap back to normal font and modify the document accordingly.

*throws computer out the window; grabs pen and paper; writes in messy cursive*

Dwight D. Eisenhower: If you want total security, go to prison. There you're fed, clothed, given medical care and so on. The only thing lacking is freedom.

Ex- Salt Lake City mayor sues NSA over Olympics surveillance

http://www.ksl.com/?sid=36043670&nid...s-surveillance

Dwight D. Eisenhower: If you want total security, go to prison. There you're fed, clothed, given medical care and so on. The only thing lacking is freedom.
Rocky Anderson also ran 3rd party in 2012.

I believe Utah (or Colorado?) also threatened to cut off water to a local NSA database (needing millions of gallons to cool the servers). 🦈 on them
Rocky Anderson also ran 3rd party in 2012.

I believe Utah (or Colorado?) also threatened to cut off water to a local NSA database (needing millions of gallons to cool the servers). on them

Utah houses that pathetic data base just south os SLC. You can see a sliver of the building from the middle of SLC.

I didnt know they were threatening that. I do notice now that the local flights, including the ones I have been on, get routed to the East and or West of the building. Prior to the building being built, it was a direct path through the South end of the Valley.
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